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Jedi Eclipse James Luceno 2000 While Princess Leia struggles to evacuate several
planets in the wake of an alien onslaught, Luke Skywalker tries to hold the Jedi Knights
together. Original.
Labyrinth of Evil: Star Wars Legends James Luceno 2011-06-28 The war that erupted

in Star Wars: Episode II Attack of the Clones is nearing its boiling point, as the
dauntless Separatist forces continue their assault on the teetering Republic–and the
diabolical triumvirate of Count Dooku, General Grievous, and their Master, Darth
Sidious, fine-tune their strategy for conquest. In Episode III Revenge of the Sith the
fates of key players on both sides of the conflict will be sealed. But first, crucial events
that pave the way to that time of reckoning unfold in a labyrinth of evil. . . . Capturing
Trade Federation Viceroy–and Separatist Councilmember– Nute Gunray is the mission
that brings Jedi Knights Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker, with a squad of clones
in tow, to Neimoidia. But the treacherous ally of the Sith proves as slippery as ever,
evading his Jedi pursuers even as they narrowly avoid deadly disaster. Still, their daring
efforts yield an unexpected prize: a unique holotransceiver that bears intelligence
capable of leading the Republic forces to their ultimate quarry, the ever-elusive Darth
Sidious. Swiftly taking up the chase, Anakin and Obi-Wan follow clues from the droid
factories of Charros IV to the far-flung worlds of the Outer Rim . . . every step bringing
them closer to pinpointing the location of the Sith Lord–whom they suspect has been
manipulating every aspect of the Separatist rebellion. Yet somehow, in the escalating
galaxy-wide chess game of strikes, counterstrikes, ambushes, sabotage, and
retaliations, Sidious stays constantly one move ahead. Then the trail takes a shocking
turn. For Sidious and his minions have set in motion a ruthlessly orchestrated campaign
to divide and overwhelm the Jedi forces–and bring the Republic to its knees. Features

a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded
universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars
books of the last thirty years!
Star Wars James Luceno 2006 Darth Vader, the evil emperor's powerful enforcer, sets
out to eliminate all resistance to the Empire, a mission that reveals his true strength and
role as the Emperor's iron fist.
Thrawn: the Ascendency Trilogy #1 Timothy Zahn 2020-09
Cloak of Deception: Star Wars Legends James Luceno 2011-06-28 From New York
Times bestselling author James Luceno comes an all-new Star Wars adventure that
reveals the action and intrigue unfolding directly before Episode I: The Phantom
Menace. Mired in greed and corruption, tangled in bureaucracy, the Galactic Republic
is crumbling. In the outlying systems, where the Trade Federation maintains a
stranglehold on shipping routes, tensions are boiling over?while back in the comfort of
Coruscant, the hub of civilized space and seat of the Republic government, few
senators seem inclined to investigate the problem. And those who suspect Supreme
Chancellor Valorum of having a hand in the machinations are baffled?especially when
Jedi Master Qui-Gon Jinn and his apprentice Obi-Wan Kenobi foil an assassination
attempt on the Chancellor. With the crisis escalating, Valorum calls for an emergency
trade summit. As humans and aliens gather, conspiracies sealed with large sums of
money run rampant, and no one is entirely above suspicion. But the greatest threat of

all remains unknown to everyone except three members of the Trade Federation who
have entered into a shadowy alliance with a dark overlord. While the trio will be content
with more money and fewer problems, Darth Sidious has grander, far more terrifying
plans. It is a time that tests the mettle of all those who strive to hold the Republic
together?none more so than the Jedi Knights, who have long been the galaxy's best
hope for preserving peace and justice. Yet despite their most valiant efforts, the
meeting will explode into fiery chaos beyond everyone?s worst fears . . . Features a
bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded
universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars
books of the last thirty years!
Star Wars James Luceno 2005 STAR WARS: REVENGE OF THE SITH THE VISUAL
DICTIONARY brings DK's world-acclaimed visual style to the Star Wars galaxy. Highquality annotated photographs and stills from the movie explain every important feature
of the characters, creatures, costumes, droids and equipment found in the climactic,
final prequel. Features specially commissioned cutaway views of: General Grievous'
cyborg mechanics a Wookiee bowcaster Anakin Skywalker's transformation into Darth
Vader Tactics and objectives of Jedi in the field Clone War land vehicles Wookiee
transports and weapons every detail of buzz droid weaponry and equipment and much
more!
The Joiner King Troy Denning 2005 Luke Skywalker, followed by Han and Leia, heads

for the Unknown Regions, when a handful of Jedi Knights, including Jaina and Jacen
Solo, vanish there after responding to a strange cry for help that only they can hear,
hoping to stop all out war between the alien Chiss and an unknown aggressor. Original.
Saboteur: Star Wars Legends (Darth Maul) (Short Story) James Luceno 2001-02-15 A
dazzling new short story featuring Darth Maul, merciless apprentice of evil . . . On the
distant planet Dorvalla, precious ore is mined by two competing companies:
InterGalactic Ore and Lommite Limited. Neither rival suspects that they are central to a
sinister plot masterminded by Darth Sidious, Lord of the Sith, himself. Dispatched by
Sidious on his very first solo mission, Darth Maul infiltrates Lommite Limited. There, his
unique gifts of deception and subterfuge will set off an explosive chain of events that
could destroy both companies, leaving them ripe for takeover by the Trade Federation.
But a vengeful Lommite Limited Manager with his own thirst for retaliation against
InterGal could blow Maul's cover--and all of Sidious's fiendishly layed plans . . .
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Star Wars: Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter.
Star Wars 2007-05-01 Collects the first three books in the Star Wars series, offering a
glimpse of how Anakin Skywalker became aware of his power and turned to the dark
side.
The Unifying Force: Star Wars Legends James Luceno 2011-06-28 At long last, the
New York Times bestselling series that launched the Star Wars saga into the next
generation and into thrilling new territory reaches its spectacular finale. Side by side,

Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, Leia Organa Solo, their children, and their comrades in the
Galactic Alliance rally for their last stand against the enemy that threatens not only the
galaxy, but the Force itself. The Galactic Alliance’s hard-won success in countering the
Yuuzhan Vong onslaught has proven all too brief—and the tide has turned once more
to the invaders’ advantage. Having overcome the sabotage strategies of the Jedi and
their allies, the marauding aliens have pushed deeper into the galaxy and subjugated
more worlds in their ruthless quest for domination. Coruscant has been remade into a
Yuuzhan Vong stronghold. The remnants of the resistance are struggling to form a
united front. Luke, Mara, and Jacen are missing in action. Clearly the stage is set for
endgame. Now, as Han and Leia receive the chilling news that hundreds of highranking Galactic Alliance prisoners face slaughter in a sacrifice to the enemy’s
bloodthirsty gods, Luke and his team try desperately to convince the living world of
Zonama Sekot to join the Jedi’s final campaign against the Yuuzhan Vong. Yet even as
they speak, a lone space station is all that stands between Alliance headquarters on
Mon Calamari . . . and wave after wave of ferocious enemy forces waging their most
decisive assault. At the same time, the Jedi’s alliances throughout the galaxy are being
tested—and the chances of victory jeopardized—by rogue factions determined to
deploy the lethal weapon that will exterminate the Yuuzhan Vong . . . and perhaps
countless other species. And among the Yuuzhan Vong themselves, the threat of revolt
has reached a boiling point—as the oppressed underclass and powerful officials alike

fear their Supreme Overlord’s mad actions will provoke the wrath of the gods.
Ultimately, for both the forces of invasion and resistance, too much has been sacrificed
—and too much is at stake—to ever turn back. And now, nothing can stand in the way
of seizing victory . . . or facing annihilation. Features a bonus section following the
novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
The Clone Wars: Star Wars Karen Traviss 2011-06-28 Across the galaxy, the Clone
Wars are raging. The Separatists, led by Count Dooku, the onetime Jedi and now
secret Sith Lord, continue to press forward, and more and more worlds are either
falling, or seceding and joining the cause. Under the leadership of Supreme Chancellor
Palpatine, the Republic heroically battles on, championed by its huge army of cloned
soldiers and their Jedi generals. Anakin Skywalker, believed by some to be the
prophesied “Chosen One” destined to bring balance to the Force, is now a Jedi Knight
under the tutelage of his Jedi Master, Obi-Wan Kenobi. Death is a constant
possibility–and his chances of survival aren’t improved by the unexpected arrival of an
apprentice: Ahsoka, a brash, inexperienced fourteen-year-old Padawan apprenticed to
Anakin. But there’s no time for Anakin to question his latest orders: He and Obi-Wan
have been assigned a new mission, and failure is not an option. Jabba the Hutt’s
precious infant son has been kidnapped, and when the frantic parent applies to the Jedi
for help, it falls to Anakin, Obi-Wan, Ahsoka, and their clone troops to track down the

evidence and retrieve the missing Huttlet. And more is at stake: For a grateful Jabba
just might allow the Republic access to the Hutt-controlled space lanes that the Grand
Army desperately needs in order to beat the Separatists into submission. But the
Republic is not the only power that craves access to those space lanes. Count Dooku,
determined to win the prize for the Separatists, has set a trap for the Jedi. When they
find the Huttlet, they will also find Dooku’s master assassin, Asajj Ventress, and
countless legions of battle droids waiting to spring a trap. The blazing new animated
feature film Star Wars: The Clone Wars takes place in the years preceding Star Wars:
Episode III: Revenge of the Sith and sets the stage for the groundbreaking TV series.
Both contain all original material–direct from the brilliant imagination of legendary Star
Wars creator George Lucas. And these exciting new adventures and characters are
being brought to life in book form by none other than #1 New York Times bestselling
Star Wars author Karen Traviss. Features a bonus section following the novel that
includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts
from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Kenobi John Jackson Miller 2014-07-29 Exiled to Tatooine, Obi-Wan Kenobi works to
hide his Jedi powers and establish an alternate identity for himself as an eccentric
hermit while protecting an infant Luke Skywalker and aiding the residents of Tatooine.
Hero's Trial: Star Wars Legends James Luceno 2011-06-28 Merciless attacks by an
invincible alien force have left the New Republic reeling. Dozens of worlds have

succumbed to occupation or annihilation, and even the Jedi Knights have tasted defeat.
In these darkest of times, the noble Chewbacca is laid to rest, having died as heroically
as he lived--and a grief-stricken Han Solo is left to fit the pieces of his shattered soul
back together before he loses everything: friends, family, and faith. Refusing help from
Leia or Luke, Han becomes the loner he once was, seeking to escape the pain of his
partner's death in adventure . . . and revenge. When he learns that an old friend from
his smuggling days is operating as a mercenary for the enemy, he sets out to expose
the traitor. But Han's investigation uncovers an even greater evil: a sinister conspiracy
aimed at the very heart of the New Republic's will and ability to fight--the Jedi. Now Han
must face down his inner demons and, with the help of a new and unexpected ally,
honor Chewbacca's sacrifice in the only way that matters--by being worthy of it.
Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars
expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star
Wars books of the last thirty years!
The Making of Star Wars, Revenge of the Sith J. W. Rinzler 2005 An insider's tour of
the making of the latest Star Wars film provides photographs from the Lucasfilm
archives, portraits of its actors and creators, and a behind-the-scenes look at
everything from set designs to character development to special effects magic.
Simultaneous. 40,000 first printing.
Rise and Fall of Darth Vader Ryder Windham 2010-05 Based on all six of the Star

Wars movies, tells the story of Anakin Skywalker from his birth in slavery to his death
as the powerful Darth Vader. Reprint.
The Dark Lord Trilogy: Star Wars Legends James Luceno 2011-06-28 For the first time
in one thrilling volume, three novels–Labyrinth of Evil, Revenge of the Sith, and Dark
Lord: The Rise of Darth Vader–that follow an epic chain of events: the last days of the
Republic, the creation of the Empire, and the ultimate transformation of Jedi Anakin
Skywalker into the notorious Darth Vader. On the planet Neimoidia, Jedi Knights ObiWan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker seize an unexpected prize: intelligence capable of
leading the Republic forces to the ever-elusive Darth Sidious, who is ruthlessly
orchestrating a campaign to divide and overwhelm the Jedi forces. As combat
escalates across the galaxy, and Darth Sidious remains one step ahead of his
pursuers, the stage is set for an explosive endgame. Tormented by unspeakable
visions, Anakin edges closer to the brink of a galaxy-shaping decision, while Darth
Sidious plots to strike the final staggering blow against the Republic–and to ordain a
fearsome new Sith Lord: Darth Vader. Once the most powerful Knight ever known to
the Jedi Order, Anakin becomes Darth Vader, a disciple of the dark side, a lord of the
dreaded Sith, and the avenging right hand of the galaxy’s ruthless new Emperor. As a
few surviving Jedi lead a charge on a Separatist stronghold, the deadliest threat still
rests in the swift and lethal crimson lightsaber of Darth Vader–behind whose brooding
mask lies a shattered heart, a poisoned soul, and a cunning, twisted mind hell-bent on

vengeance. For the handful of scattered Jedi hunted across space, survival is
imperative if the light side of the Force is to be protected and the galaxy reclaimed.
LABYRINTH OF EVIL by James Luceno REVENGE OF THE SITH by Matthew Stover,
based on the story and screenplay by George Lucas DARK LORD The Rise of Darth
Vader by James Luceno Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a
primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some
of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Jedi Eclipse: Star Wars Legends James Luceno 2011-06-28 A string of smashing
victories by the forces of the sinister aliens known as the Yuuzhan Vong has left New
Republic resources and morale stretched to the breaking point. Leia Organa Solo,
estranged from her husband, Han, oversees the evacuation of refugees on planets in
the path of the merciless invaders. Luke Skywalker struggles to hold the fractious Jedi
Knights together, even while one of them undertakes a bold but reckless undercover
mission. Manipulating their alliance with the amoral Hutts, the Yuuzhan Vong leave a
cunning trail of vital information where New Republic agents are sure to find it-information the desperate defenders cannot afford to ignore: the location of the aliens'
next target. Then Han Solo stumbles into the dark heart of raging battle, thus beginning
a furious race against time that will require every skill and trick in his arsenal to win...
Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars
expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star

Wars books of the last thirty years!
Star Wars: The Wrath of Darth Maul Ryder Windham 2014-05-04 Forged by rage.
Taken as a child and trained in the ways of the Sith, he became the apprentice to the
greatest evil the galaxy has ever known... Honed by the dark side. After years of
plotting in secrecy, he and his Master will take revenge on the Jedi Order--and the oncemighty Republic will tremble... The savage story of Darth Maul has been shrouded in
mystery--until now.
Star Wars James Luceno 2014 Tells the complete tale of Grand Moff Tarkin, who
guides the creation of the Death Star and paves the way for the Empire's supremacy-and whom even the dreaded Darth Vader obeys.
Millennium Falcon: Star Wars Legends James Luceno 2009-03-31 Two years have
passed since Jacen Solo, seduced by the dark side and reanointed as the brutal Sith
Lord Darth Caedus, died at the hands of his twin sister, Jaina, Sword of the Jedi. For a
grieving Han and Leia, the shadow of their son’s tragic downfall still looms large. But
Jacen’s own bright and loving daughter, Allana, offers a ray of hope for the future as
she thrives in her grandparents’ care. And when the eager, inquisitive girl, in whom the
Force grows ever stronger, makes a curious discovery aboard her grandfather’s
beloved spacecraft–the much-overhauled but ever-dependable Millennium Falcon–the
Solo family finds itself at a new turning point, about to set out on an odyssey into
uncertain territory, untold adventure, and unexpected rewards. To Han, who knows

every bolt, weld, and sensor of the Falcon as if they were parts of himself, the strange
device Allana shows him is utterly alien. But its confounding presence–and Allana’s
infectious desire to unravel its mystery–are impossible to dismiss. The only answer lies
in backtracking into the past on a fact-finding expedition to retrace the people, places,
and events in the checkered history of the vessel that’s done everything from making
the Kessel Run “in less than twelve parsecs” to helping topple an evil empire. From the
moment the Falcon broke loose from a Corellian assembly line like an untamed
creature with a will of its own, it seemed destined to seek out trouble. It wasn’t long
before the feisty YT-1300 freighter went from shuttling cargo to smuggling contraband.
But it‘s a fateful rendezvous on Coruscant, at the explosive height of the
Republic/Separatist uprising, that launches a galaxywide cat-and-mouse game whose
newest players are Han, Leia, Allana, and C-3PO. And they’ re not alone: Crime lords,
galactic pirates, rogue politicians, and fortune hunters alike loom at every turn of the
quest–each with his or her own desperate stake in the Millennium Falcon’s most
momentous mission. Through the years and across the stars, from the Rim worlds to
unknown points beyond, the race will lead them all to a final standoff for a prize some
will risk everything to find–and pay any cost to possess. Features a bonus section
following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and
over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last

thirty years!
Star Wars: the Dark Lord Trilogy James Luceno 2008-10-15 Anakin Skywalker
searches for the evil Darth Sidious, struggles with his duty as a Jedi Knight and role as
the secret husband of Senator Padm'e Amidala, and strives to eliminate all resistance
to the Empire in his new role as Darth Vader.
Dark Lord James Luceno 2006 This "New York Times" bestselling sequel to the film
"Star Wars: Episode III: Revenge of the Sith" opens as Darth Vader is ordered by the
emperor to wipe out resistance to the new order.
Star Wars: Cloak Of Deception James Luceno 2012-10-31 In Star Wars: The Phantom
Menace, Palpatine tells Amidala that "the Chancellor has little real power . . . he is
mired down by baseless accusations of corruption. A manufactured scandal surrounds
him." In this prequel novel, which takes place shortly before the events of The Phantom
Menace, Valorum struggles with his fall from power. As part of this struggle, he has the
Jedi Council send some Jedi Knights to a political hotspot, in the hopes of solving a
problem and reconsolidating his power.
Star Wars James Luceno 2005 Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker embark on a
mission to uncover the wearabouts of the evil Sith Lord, Darth Sidious, only to become
trapped in a labyrinthine web of lies, betrayal, and intrigue.
Star Wars Dark Lord James Luceno 2005 Darth Vader, the evil emperor's powerful
enforcer, sets out to eliminate all resistance to the Empire, a mission that reveals his

true strength and role as the Emperor's iron fist.
The Star Wars Trilogy George Lucas 2002 A twenty-fifth anniversary edition brings
together the original, complete "Star Wars" novels in a single volume that includes "Star
Wars : a New Hope," "The Empire Strikes Back," and "Return of the Jedi."
Dark Disciple Christie Golden 2016-03 -The only way to bring down the Sith's most
dangerous warrior may be to join forces with the dark side---Page 4 of cover.
Star Wars James Luceno 2005 Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker embark on a
mission to uncover the wearabouts of the evil Sith Lord, Darth Sidious, only to become
trapped in a labyrinthine web of lies, betrayal, and intrigue.
The Unifying Force James Luceno 2004 Luke, Mara, and Jacen fight a losing battle
against the Yuuzhan Vong and vanish into unknown space, while the resistance
prepares for an ultimate showdown.
Star Wars: Jedi Trial David Sherman 2012-10-31 Major original Star Wars adventure
set against the backdrop of the Clone Wars and telling the tale of Anakin Skywalker's
rise to full Jedi Knight status. Somewhere between Star Wars: Attack of the Clones and
Star Wars: Episode III, Anakin Skywalker graduates from Jedi Padawan (apprentice) to
Jedi Knight status. This book tells how that happens. A planet that is a crucial
communications centre is taken by the Separatists, and the Republic decides to back a
guerrilla fighting group called Freedom's Sons in taking it back. A detachment of clone
troopers led by Jedi Knight Nejaa Halcyon and Jedi Padawan Anakin Skywalker is sent

out to help the Freedom's Sons. Little does Anakin know that the volatile situation on
this occupied planet will prove to be his own personal Jedi Trial, and that if he emerges
victorious, he will have won the coveted titled of full Jedi Knight, student no longer but
Jedi in his own right. This is the Anakin who learns how great his powers can be and
how huge is his real potential.
General Grievous Chuck Dixon 2005-01 On a rescue mission to Vandos, Padawan
Flynn Kybo and his master meet General Grievous, the Separatist army's cyborg
leader. The Padawan manages to escape but Grievous murders his master. Kybo
returns to the Jedi Council with plans to stop Grievous, but when the Coucil rebukes
him for desiring vengeance, he takes matters into his own hands.
Star Wars James Luceno 2012 Darth Plagueis, a Sith Lord who knows the Dark Side
so well that he has power over life and death, joins forces with his apprentice, one-day
emperor Darth Sidious, to try to dominate the whole galaxy. Reprint. Movie tie-in.
Star Wars®: Episode III: Revenge of the Sith Patricia C. Wrede 2012-04-01 Awardwinning author Patricia C. Wrede tells the final chapter of the Star Wars saga, in this
incredible novel based on one of the most eagerly awaited movies of all time. The circle
will now be complete: the final installment of the Star Wars saga, showing the
emergence of Darth Vader, the downfall of the Jedi, and the revenge of the Sith.
Dark Lord: Star Wars Legends James Luceno 2011-06-28 Throughout the galaxy, it
was believed that Jedi Knight Anakin Skywalker–the Chosen One–had died on

Coruscant during the siege of the Jedi Temple. And, to some extent, that was true.
Anakin was dead. From the site of Anakin Skywalker’s last stand–on the molten surface
of the planet Mustafar, where he sought to destroy his friend and former master, ObiWan Kenobi–a fearsome specter in black has risen. Once the most powerful Knight
ever known to the Jedi Order, he is now a disciple of the dark side, a lord of the
dreaded Sith, and the avenging right hand of the galaxy’s ruthless new Emperor.
Seduced, deranged, and destroyed by the machinations of the Dark Lord Sidious,
Anakin Skywalker is dead . . . and Darth Vader lives. Word of the events that created
him–the Jedi Council’s failed mutiny against Supreme Chancellor Palpatine, the selfcrowned Emperor’s retaliatory command to exterminate the Jedi Order, and Anakin’s
massacre of his comrades and Masters in the Jedi Temple–has yet to reach all
quarters. On the Outer Rim world of Murkhana, Jedi Masters Roan Shryne and Bol
Chatak and Padawan Olee Starstone are leading a charge on a Separatist stronghold,
unaware that the tide, red with Jedi blood, has turned suddenly against them. When the
three narrowly elude execution–and become the desperate prey in a hunt across
space–it’s neither clone soldiers, nor the newly deployed stormtroopers, nor even the
wrath of the power-hungry Emperor himself they must fear most. The deadliest threat
rests in the hideously swift and lethal crimson lightsaber of Darth Vader–behind whose
brooding mask lies a shattered heart, a poisoned soul, and a cunning, twisted mind hellbent on vengeance. For the handful of scattered Jedi, survival is imperative if the light

side of the Force is to be protected and the galaxy somehow, someday reclaimed. Yet
more important still is the well-being of the twin infants, Leia and Luke Skywalker, the
children of Anakin and his doomed bride, Padmé Amidala. Separated after Padmé’s
death, they must be made safe at all costs, lest the hope they represent for the future
be turned to horror by the new Sith regime–and the unspeakable power of the dark
side. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star
Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Yoda: Dark Rendezvous: Star Wars Legends Sean Stewart 2005-12-06 As the Clone
Wars rage, Jedi Master Yoda must once again face one of his greatest adversaries:
Count Dooku. . . . The savage Clone Wars have forced the Republic to the edge of
collapse. During the height of the battle, one Jedi Knight escapes the carnage to deliver
a message to Yoda on Coruscant. It appears that Dooku wants peace and demands a
rendezvous. Chances are slim that the treacherous Count is sincere but, with a million
lives at stake, Yoda has no choice. The meeting will take place on Djun, a planet
steeped in evil. The challenge could not be more difficult. Can Yoda win back his once
promising pupil from the dark side or will Count Dooku unleash his sinister forces
against his former mentor? Either way, Yoda is sure of one thing: this battle will be one
of the fiercest he’ll ever face.
Star Wars: Life and Legend of Obi-Wan Kenobi Ryder Windham 2014-05-04

Overlooked as a Padawan, he was to become one of the most revered Masters of all.
Sworn to serve the Galactic Republic and the Jedi Order, his own apprentice would
bring about their destruction. Powerless to retrieve Darth Vader from the dark side, he
would train the only one who could. This is the legendary story of Obi-Wan Kenobi from
his first meeting with Anakin Skywalker to his final meeting with Darth Vader--and
beyond....
Star Wars: Brotherhood Mike Chen 2022-05-10 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER •
Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker must stem the tide of the raging Clone Wars
and forge a new bond as Jedi Knights in a high-stakes adventure set just after the
events of Star Wars: Attack of the Clones. The Clone Wars have begun. Battle lines are
being drawn throughout the galaxy. With every world that joins the Separatists, the
peace guarded by the Jedi Order is slipping through their fingers. After an explosion
devastates Cato Neimoidia, the jewel of the Trade Federation, the Republic is blamed
and the fragile neutrality of the planet is threatened. The Jedi dispatch Obi-Wan
Kenobi, one of the Order’s most gifted diplomatic minds, to investigate the crime and
maintain the balance that has begun to dangerously shift. As Obi-Wan investigates with
the help of a heroic Neimoidian guard, he finds himself working against the Separatists
who hope to draw the planet into their conspiracy—and senses the sinister hand of
Asajj Ventress in the mists that cloak the planet. Amid the brewing chaos, Anakin
Skywalker rises to the rank of Jedi Knight. Despite the mandate that Obi-Wan travel

alone—and his former master’s insistence that he listen this time—Anakin’s headstrong
determination means nothing can stop him from crashing the party, and bringing along
a promising but conflicted youngling. Once a Padawan to Obi-Wan, Anakin now finds
himself on equal—but uncertain—footing with the man who raised him. The lingering
friction between them increases the danger for everyone around them. The two knights
must learn a new way to work together—and they must learn quickly, to save Cato
Neimoidia and its people from the fires of war. To overcome the threat they face they
must grow beyond master and apprentice. They must stand together as brothers.
Darth Plagueis: Star Wars Legends James Luceno 2022-04-05 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER * This essential Star Wars Legends novel chronicles the tragedy of
Darth Plagueis the Wise, and the origins of the saga's most enduring evil--the
malevolent Sith master Palpatine. "The best Star Wars publication to date . . . [James]
Luceno takes Darth Plagueis down the dark path and never looks back."--Newsday
Darth Plagueis: one of the most brilliant Sith Lords who ever lived. Possessing power is
all he desires; losing it is the only thing he fears. As an apprentice, he embraces the
ruthless ways of the Sith. When the time is right, he destroys his Master--and vows
never to suffer the same fate. For like no other disciple of the dark side, Darth Plagueis
learns to command the ultimate power . . . over life and death. Darth Sidious: Plagueis's
chosen apprentice. Under the guidance of his Master, he secretly studies the ways of
the Sith while publicly rising to power in the galactic government, first as Senator, then

as Chancellor, and eventually as Emperor. Darth Plagueis and Darth Sidious, Master
and acolyte, target the galaxy for domination--and the Jedi Order for annihilation. But
can they defy the merciless Sith tradition? Or will the desire of one to rule supreme, and
the dream of the other to live forever, sow the seeds of their destruction? "Luceno
draws on his storytelling skill and prodigious knowledge of the [Star Wars] world . . . to
craft a complex tale of ambition and desire."--Library Journal
A New Threat Elizabeth Hand 2004 The next action-packed installment in the New York
Times best-selling Boba Fett series.
Star Wars James Luceno 2008 Anakin Skywalker searches for the evil Darth Sidious,
struggles with his duty as a Jedi Knight and role as the secret husband of Senator
Padme Amidala, and strives to eliminate all resistance to the Empire in his new role as
Darth Vader.
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